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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes the Global Tropical Moored Buoy 

Array (GTMBA), which is a multi-national effort to 

provide data in real time for climate research and 

forecasting. Components of the global array include the 

Tropical Atmosphere Ocean/Triangle Trans-Ocean 

Buoy Network (TAO/TRITON) in the Pacific, the 

Prediction and Research Moored Array in the Tropical 

Atlantic (PIRATA), and the Research Moored Array for 

African-Asian-Australian Monsoon Analysis and 

Prediction (RAMA) in the Indian Ocean. The 

phenomena of primary interest span intraseasonal-to-

decadal and longer timescales, including: 

 El Niño/Southern Oscillation and its decadal 

modulation in the Pacific 

 The meridional gradient mode and equatorial warm 

events in the Atlantic 

 The Indian Ocean Dipole 

 The mean seasonal cycle, including the Asian, 

African, Australian, and American monsoons 

 The intraseasonal Madden-Julian Oscillation, which 

originates in the Indian Ocean but affects all three 

ocean basins 

 Trends that may be related to global warming 

Sustained, systematic and comprehensive observations 

are necessary to advance knowledge of critical 

processes that govern climate dynamics originating in 

the tropics. Observations are also needed to develop, 

initialize, and validate climate forecast models that can 

be used for advance warning of natural hazards and for 

many other societal benefits. A global tropical 

perspective is required not only because of the range 

and complexity of tropical phenomena that affect the 

climate system, but also because of basin-to-basin 

interactions that affect the evolution of climatic 

fluctuations. This paper reviews expansions and 

enhancements of moored buoy measurement efforts in 

the tropics since the October 1999 OceanObs’99 

Conference in San Rafael, France. We will also 

highlight major scientific advances enabled by the 

Global Tropical Moored Buoy Array over the past 10 

years. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The tropics constitute a key region of the Earth’s 

climate system. They experience the highest solar 

irradiance on the planet and export heat to higher 

latitudes through complex circulations in the ocean and 

atmosphere. Intense insolation also leads to the highest 

open ocean sea surface temperatures (SSTs) in tropics. 

These high SSTs contribute to vigorous ocean-

atmosphere interactions that affect regional patterns of 

precipitation on intraseasonal-to-decadal timescales. 

Atmospheric heating associated with these patterns of 

precipitation energize teleconnections to higher latitudes 

that affect climate worldwide. Phenomena of significant 

climatic consequence include El Niño/Southern 

Oscillation (ENSO) and its decadal modulation; the 
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meridional gradient mode and equatorial warm events in 

the Atlantic; the Indian Ocean Dipole and the 

intraseasonal Madden-Julian Oscillation; the mean 

seasonal cycle and monsoon circulations; and decadal 

timescale trends that may be related to global warming. 

The tropics are also the spawning ground for hurricanes, 

typhoons, and cyclones whose statistics (intensity, 

frequency, and spatial distribution) are strongly 

influenced by intraseasonal-to-decadal timescale climate 

variations. 

 
Figure 1. The Global tropical Moored Buoy Array in October 1999 (top) and October 2009 (bottom). 

Sustained, systematic, and comprehensive observations 

are necessary to advance knowledge of critical 

processes that govern climate dynamics originating in 

the tropics. Observations are also needed to develop, 

initialize, and validate climate forecast models on 

intraseasonal-to-decadal timescales. To address these 

observational needs, moored buoy observing systems 

have been developed in all three tropical Oceans: 

TAO/TRITON in the Pacific, PIRATA in the Atlantic, 

and RAMA in the Indian Ocean. Together these arrays 

make up the Global Tropical Moored Buoy Array 

(Fig. 1). The purpose of this paper is to describe 

progress in implementing the GTMBA and the scientific 

advances it has enabled since the October 1999 

OceanObs’99 Meeting in San Rafael, France. 

2. THE GLOBAL TROPICAL MOORED BUOY 

ARRAY (GTMBA) 

In this section we describe some general features of the 

GTMBA, followed by specific developments and 

selected science highlights for each ocean basin. 

TAO/TRITON, PIRATA, and RAMA have been 

designed and implemented within the context of the 

Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS) and Global 

Climate Observing System (GCOS). The arrays are 

intended to provide measurements that uniquely 

complement other satellite and in situ components of 

these global observing systems. Numerical model 

observing system simulation experiments have been 

conducted to optimize the specific design of the moored 

arrays within the broad framework of the overall global 

ocean and climate observing systems. 

The GTMBA is built primarily around Autonomous 

Temperature Line Acquisition System (ATLAS) 

moorings designed by NOAA’s (National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration) Pacific Marine 

Environmental Laboratory (PMEL) and Triangle Trans 

Ocean Buoy Network (TRITON) moorings designed by 

the Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and 

Technology (JAMSTEC). These surface moorings have 

special attributes that make them a valuable technology 

for tropical climate studies. In particular: 1) they can be 

instrumented to measure both upper ocean and surface 

meteorological variables involved in ocean-atmosphere 

interactions; 2) they provide time series measurements 

at fine temporal resolution (minutes to hours) to resolve 



high-frequency oceanic and atmospheric fluctuations 

that would otherwise be aliased into the lower-

frequency climate signals of primary interest; 3) they 

can be deployed and maintained on a fixed grid of 

stations so that measurements do not convolve 

variability in time and space. 

Some ATLAS and TRITON moorings are more heavily 

instrumented for high-precision estimates of 

momentum, heat, and moisture fluxes across the air-sea 

interface. These ―Flux Reference Site‖ moorings also 

have higher vertical resolution temperature, salinity, and 

in some cases velocity measurements in the upper 

140 m to better resolve variations in the mixed layer, 

barrier layer, and thermocline. Flux Reference Site 

moorings and other moorings instrumented with 

biogeochemical sensors are a contribution to the Ocean 

Sustained Interdisciplinary Time series Environment 

Observation System (OceanSITES; [1]). 

An important attribute of GTMBA surface moorings is 

that data is transmitted to shore in real time via satellite, 

which ensures retrieval of data even if a mooring is lost. 

Real-time data transmission of GTMBA data is 

primarily through Service Argos. The data are posted 

daily and made freely available on the NOAA/Pacific 

Marine Environmental Laboratory GTMBA web site 

(http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/tao/global/global.html) as 

well as several web sites maintained by partner 

institutions around the world. Service Argos inserts the 

data on the Global Telecommunications System (GTS) 

several times a day, which makes them available for 

real-time operational weather, ocean, and climate 

forecasting. 

Details about all the types of moorings used in the 

GTMBA, including Flux Reference Site, subsurface 

ADCP, and deep ocean moorings, can be found in the 

Appendix. Mooring sensor specifications (accuracy, 

resolution, range), sensor calibration procedures, and 

data quality control for both real-time and delayed mode 

data streams are available from websites maintained by 

PMEL 

(http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/tao/proj_over/mooring.shtm

l), 

JAMSTEC 

(http://www.jamstec.go.jp/jamstec/TRITON/real_time/o

verview.php/po.php 

and http://www.jamstec.go.jp/iorgc/iomics/index.html), 

and India’s National Institute of Oceanography (NIO) 

(http://www.nio.org/data_info/deep-sea_mooring/oos-

deep-sea-currentmeter-moorings.htm). A basin by basin 

description of the GTMBA follows. 

2.1 TAO/TRITON 

The TAO/TRITON array was developed over the 10-

year (1985–94) Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere 

(TOGA) program for improved detection, 

understanding, and prediction of ENSO [2]. The array 

spans one-third the circumference of the globe at the 

equator and consists of 67 surface mooring (ATLAS 

and TRITON) plus five subsurface ADCP moorings. It 

was  fully in  place to  capture the evolution of the 

1997–98 El Niño, the strongest of the 20th century [3]. 

The array, originally called TAO, was renamed 

TAO/TRITON on 1 January 2000 with the introduction 

of JAMSTEC TRITON moorings at 12 locations in the 

western Pacific [4]. 

Beginning in 2005, existing moorings at five locations 

near the equator were upgraded to Flux Reference Sites 

(Fig. 1b), consistent with the recommendations of 

OceanObs’99 [5]. OceanObs’99 also called for a 

comprehensive TAO salinity measurement program in 

anticipation of NASA Aquarius and European Soil 

Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) surface salinity 

satellite missions [4]. Likewise, more salinity data were 

required in the tropical Pacific for climate research, for 

ocean state estimation, and for ENSO forecasting [6]. 

TRITON moorings included surface and subsurface 

salinity in the upper 750 m as part of its standard 

measurement suite [7], but salinity was a standard 

measurement on only subset of ATLAS moorings. 

Thus, PMEL began installing sea surface salinity (SSS) 

sensors on 55 ATLAS moorings of the TAO array in 

2006 and by early 2008 the array was complete. 

Additional subsurface salinity measurements were 

included on all TAO Flux Reference Site moorings. 

TAO/TRITON data have been used in over 600 refereed 

journal publications since its inception in 1985. Over 

half of these (341) have appeared since 2000. Recent 

scientific highlights include observational verification of 

the ―Recharge Oscillator‖ theory for ENSO, which 

provided a formal mathematical framework for the 

hypothesis that a build up of excess warm water in the 

equatorial band is a necessary precondition for the 

development of El Niño events [8]. TAO/TRITON has 

been the dominant source of upper ocean temperature 

data near the equator over the past 25 years. The data 

show that depth average temperature in the upper 

300 m, an index for upper ocean heat content, leads 

Niño3.4 SST typically by 1–3 seasons (Fig. 2). A 

buildup of heat content at the end of this record, 

followed by rising Niño3.4 SSTs, indicates development 

of the current 2009 El Niño event. This relationship 

between upper ocean heat content and SST not only 

validates recharge oscillator theory, but also highlights 
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the role of heat content as the primary source of 

predictability for ENSO. The simple relationship 

evident in Fig. 2 has also motivated the inclusion of 

upper ocean heat content as a predictor in some 

statistical ENSO forecast models [9] and [10], 

analogous to the assimilation of upper ocean 

temperature in dynamical ENSO forecast models [11]. 

TAO/TRITON data has also provided the observational 

underpinning for the concept of ―state dependent noise 

forcing.‖ It is well known that high-frequency zonal 

wind fluctuations can significantly affect the evolution 

of ENSO events [3] and [12]. However, analysis of 

TAO/TRITON data revealed that the phase of ENSO 

also influences the statistics of high-frequency wind 

forcing [13]. During El Niños, for example, westerly 

wind bursts tend to be stronger, more numerous, and 

extend further east along the equator than during La 

Niñas. This feedback between low frequency seasonal-

to-interannual timescale variations and high-frequency 

weather noise increases the strength of the coupling 

between the ocean and the atmosphere and the 

amplitude range of ENSO cycle variations [14]. 

El Niños of the 21st century have been characterized by 

SST anomalies along the equator that are largest near 

the international date line [15], [16] and [17]. These 

events have been termed ―date line‖ [18] or ―modoki
1
‖ 

[19] El Niños. This class of El Niños has different 

climate impacts than those with largest anomalies in the 

eastern Pacific [20]. Ocean-atmosphere interactions that 

                                                 
1
 ―pseudo‖ in Japanese. 

maintain well-developed trades in the eastern equatorial 

Pacific contribute to the concentration of largest SSTs in 

the central Pacific [21], [22] and [23]. What factors 

ultimately select for development of El Niños with 

largest SST anomalies in the eastern vs. central Pacific, 

though, are not known. 

TAO/TRITON data are routinely used in ocean state 

estimation [24] and [25], operational ocean analyses 

[26], operational atmospheric analyses and reanalyses, 

and ENSO forecasting [27] and [28]. ENSO forecasting 

is an inexact science and there are many challenges to 

improving model forecast skill [10]. Nonetheless, 

TAO/TRITON data provide a key constraint on initial 

conditions for seasonal model forecasts at many centers 

around the world, such as the National Centers for 

Environmental Prediction (NCEP), the European Center 

for Medium Range Forecasting (ECMWF), the Japan 

Meteorological Agency (JMA), and the Australian 

Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) [29]. TAO/TRITON 

data have also been used extensively for model 

validation [30], [31] and [22] and for satellite validation 

of surface winds [32], [33] and [34], SST [35], [36] and 

[37], rainfall [38] and [39], and shortwave radiation [40] 

and [41]. 

TAO/TRITON is presently operated as a partnership 

between JAMSTEC and NOAA. Each partner provides 

mooring equipment and ship time under the terms of a 

Memorandum of Understanding between the two 

agencies. In 2002, the NOAA Administrator mandated 

transfer of TAO management responsibility from 

research at PMEL to operations at the National Data 

Buoy Center (NDBC), which is part of the National 

 
 

Figure 2. Depth-averaged temperature (T300) and Niño3.4 SST for January 1980 to June 2009. Monthly values in 

left panel have been smoothed with a 5-month running mean. The right panel shows the last three years of the 

record (unsmoothed) to highlight developing El Niño and La Niña conditions over 2006–09. Note the different 

scales for T300 and NINO3.4 SST in the two panels (after [93]). 

 



Weather Service. Transfer was initiated in 2005 and its 

progress will be described in Sect. 4. 

2.2 PIRATA 

PIRATA was designed for the purpose of improving our 

understanding and ability to predict ocean-atmosphere 

interactions that affect the regional patterns of climate 

variability in the tropical Atlantic basin [48]). A central 

focus was on variations in the Intertropical Convergence 

Zone (ITCZ) and the West African monsoon, which 

affect seasonal rainfall in Africa and northeastern Brazil 

as well as hurricane activity in the West Indies and the 

U.S. The program was originally launched as the ―Pilot 

Research Moored Array in the Tropical Atlantic‖ with 

the deployment of two ATLAS moorings in September 

1997 [42]. The core array of 10 moorings was installed 

by early 1999 (Fig. 1a) and an ADCP mooring was 

added at 0°, 23°W in 2001. The array is maintained via 

a partnership between NOAA/PMEL in the U.S., the 

French Institut de Recherche pour le Développement 

(IRD) and Météo-France, and the Instituto Nacional de 

Pesquisas Espaciais (INPE) and Diretoria de Hidrogafia 

e Navegacão (DHN) in Brazil.   

It was realized that the initial PIRATA design was 

limited in geographic scope and therefore scientific 

utility. Thus, INPE initiated a three-mooring ―Southwest 

Extension‖ in 2005 and the NOAA/Atlantic 

Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory initiated 

a four-mooring ―Northwest Extension‖ in 2006. These 

extensions are complete and ongoing. South Africa 

sponsored a one-year ―Southeast Extension‖ in 2006–

07, though this site was not continued. Thus, the array 

expanded from 10 to 17 permanent sites between 1999 

and 2007. Also, beginning in 2006, Flux Reference 

Sites  were  established  in the core array at 15°N, 

35°W; 0°, 23°W; 10°S, 10°W and in the Northeast 

Extension at 11.5°N, 23°W. 

Significant scientific progress has been enabled by 

PIRATA in the past 10 years [43]. Advances include a 

definition of the factors responsible for the mean 

seasonal cycles of SST and SSS [44], [45] and [46]. 

Studies have benefited from accurate surface heat and 

moisture fluxes estimated from high temporal resolution 

mooring data. In the SST balance, latent heat flux and 

shortwave radiation are important at all latitudes, though 

within a few degrees of the equator oceanic processes 

involving advection and vertical mixing become 

prominent. Variations north of the equator are strongly 

influenced by meridional seasonal migrations of the 

ITCZ, which are associated with large wind, latent heat, 

shortwave radiation, and precipitation changes. Thick 

barrier layers in the tropical north Atlantic play a 

significant role in insulating the surface layer from 

turbulent mixing with the thermocline [47] and [48]. 

PIRATA data have also been valuable for defining 

Equatorial Undercurrent (EUC) transports [49], for 

analyzing seasonal variability of the EUC [50], and for 

validating model simulations [51]. 

The tropical Atlantic has witnessed substantial 

interannual variability during the past 10 years 

associated with equatorial warm events and meridional 

gradient mode fluctuations. For example, record high 

SSTs were observed in the tropical north Atlantic in 

2005, coincident with the most active hurricane season 

on record. This was followed in 2006 by a near-normal 

year for both SST and hurricane activity. PIRATA data 

have been very influential in identifying the causes of 

the observed SST variations in the tropical north 

Atlantic during this period (Fig. 3; [52] and [48]) even 

though there is debate about the precise role they play in 

hurricane activity [53]. Year-to-year swings in tropical 

north Atlantic SST appear to be principally related to 

wind-evaporation-SST feedbacks [54] with 

contributions from shortwave radiation and horizontal 

advection. The role of Saharan dust as a primary cause 

of interannual variations in north tropical Atlantic SST 

as recently hypothesized [55] does not appear to be as 

 
 

Figure 3. (top) Anomalies of surface wind (vectors), 

SST (color shading), and pressure (contours) for 

March–June 2005. (bottom) SST anomaly times series 

for 1999–2007 from the PIRATA mooring at 15°N, 

35°W (solid line) and for the Tropical North Atlantic 

(TNA) box shown in the top panel (dashed line) (from 

[52]). 



significant as that for latent heat loss based on PIRATA 

data [56]. These interannual variations are superimposed 

on a warming trend in the tropical North Atlantic 

(Fig. 3) that may be related to anthropogenic greenhouse 

gas forcing, variations in the Atlantic Multidecadal 

Oscillation, and/or reductions in Saharan dust [57].  

PIRATA data have contributed to definition of a new 

mode of tropical Atlantic variability similar to 

equatorial warm events but with a peak in November–

December [58]. This new mode develops in association 

with an anomalous intensification of the equatorial 

easterlies, which causes upwelling and cooling in the 

Gulf of Guinea. Rainfall in the eastern basin on 

interannual timescales is significantly affected by this 

mode, which can also lead to development of a 

meridional mode during the following March–April. 

As with TAO/TRITON, PIRATA data are used 

routinely in ocean state estimation, operational oceanic 

and atmospheric analyses, and atmospheric reanalyses 

[43]. They are also used in forecasting of tropical 

Atlantic climate variability on seasonal timescales [59]. 

Seasonal forecasting is not as advanced and 

predictability is more limited at present in the tropical 

Atlantic compared to the Pacific for ENSO. This may 

result from a variety of factors. For instance, interannual 

SST anomalies are smaller and the effects of ocean 

dynamics on SST are less pronounced in the tropical 

Atlantic than in the Pacific [60]. There are also 

competing influences from outside the basin (e.g., from 

ENSO in the Pacific and from higher latitudes in the 

North Atlantic) that can interfere with variability arising 

intrinsic to the tropical Atlantic [61] and [62]. Finally, 

there are large systematic errors in coupled ocean-

atmosphere models of the Atlantic that lead to 

significant biases in simulated climate variability [63]. 

Despite limited predictability on seasonal timescales, 

PIRATA data have been valuable in constraining 

seasonal forecast initial conditions, in assessing forecast 

model skill, and in guiding forecast model 

improvements [64 and 51]. Current users of the data for 

seasonal forecasting include institutions such as Tempo 

e Estudos Climáticos/INPE (CPTEC/INPE), Météo-

France, NCEP, and ECMWF. PIRATA data are also 

used extensively for satellite validation, often in 

conjunction with TAO/TRITON data [38], [34] and 

[41]. Given that PIRATA has matured beyond a ―Pilot‖ 

program over the past 12 years, the PIRATA Scientific 

Steering Group (SSG) redefined the PIRATA acronym 

in 2008 to be ―Prediction and Research Moored Array in 

the Tropical Atlantic‖ [43]. 

Partners in the U.S., France, and Brazil have committed 

to support PIRATA through a formal MOU. Under the 

terms of this MOU, the U.S. provides most of the 

mooring equipment and ship time for the Northwest 

extension, while France and Brazil provide ship time for 

most of the moorings network. A PIRATA Resource 

Board, made up of members from agencies supporting 

the program in each country, is charged with finding the 

resources required to meet the program’s scientific 

objectives as defined by the SSG. This organizational 

structure has served PIRATA well, contributing to 

technology transfer, capacity building, and scientific 

productivity among the partner institutions. 

Despite progress in the past 10 years, gaps in PIRATA 

still remain. In particular, the Southeast Extension Site 

needs to be reoccupied and sustained. Also, a future 

extension of PIRATA into the south central tropical 

Atlantic (i.e., between 5°–15°S, 10°–30°W) would fill a 

gap that presently exists there (Fig. 1b). Finally, a new 

Flux Reference Site in the Southwest Extension would 

complement others already established in the array. 

2.3 RAMA 

The Indian Ocean is unique among the three tropical 

ocean basins in that it is blocked at 25°N by the Asian 

land mass. Seasonal heating and cooling of the land sets 

the stage for dramatic monsoon wind reversals, strong 

ocean-atmosphere interactions, and intense seasonal 

rains over the Indian subcontinent, Southeast Asia, East 

Africa, and Australia. Recurrence of these monsoon 

rains is critical to agricultural production that supports a 

third of the world’s population. Embedded within the 

monsoon system is range of interacting phenomena 

spanning timescales from synoptic weather events to 

decadal trends. Of particular interest are intense tropical 

cyclones, intraseasonal variations associated with the 

Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO), interannual 

variations associated with ENSO and the Indian Ocean 

Dipole (IOD), and warming trends since the 1970s that 

may be related to anthropogenic greenhouse gas forcing 

[65]. The Indian Ocean also remotely influences the 

evolution of ENSO, the North Atlantic Oscillation 

(NAO), North American weather, and hurricane activity 

in the Atlantic and Pacific. Despite its importance in the 

regional and global climate system, though, the Indian 

Ocean is the most poorly observed and least well 

understood of the three tropical oceans. 

RAMA was initiated in 2004 for improved description, 

understanding, and prediction of the east Africa, Asian 

and Australian monsoon systems [66]. It was designed 

by the CLIVAR/GOOS Indian Ocean Panel as a 

contribution to the Indian Ocean Observing System 

(IndOOS; [67] and [68]), building upon the success of 

pioneering regional-scale arrays initiated by NIO and 

JAMSTEC in 2000 [69] and [70]. RAMA consists of 46 

moorings spanning the width of the Indian Ocean 

between 15°N and 26°S (Fig. 1b). Most of the moorings 

(38) are either ATLAS or TRITON, eight of which are 

enhanced as Flux Reference Site moorings. Four ADCP 

moorings are located on the equator and one off the 

coast of Java for direct measurements of ocean 



circulation. Three deep-ocean moorings (see appendix) 

collect data down to 4000 m along the equator. At 

present, 24 of the 46 sites have been occupied with 

support from the U.S., Japan, India, Indonesia, France, 

China and nine east African nations
2
 that makes up the 

Aguhlas and Somali Current Large Marine Ecosystem 

(ASCLME) program. We expect the array will be 

completed by 2012. 

RAMA, even in the initial stages of development, is 

providing valuable data for describing and 

understanding variability in the Indian Ocean. For 

example, a pronounced semiannual cycle in upper-ocean 

temperature, salinity, and zonal velocity is evident in the 

first three years of data from near-equatorial moorings 

at 90°E [71]. The semiannual velocity variations are 

referred to as Wyrtki Jets and their zonal mass 

transports are largely governed by wind-forced linear 

dynamics [72]. They are also strongly modulated on 30–

50-day intraseasonal timescales related to the MJO [70]. 

Variations in meridional velocity on the equator, in 

contrast, are dominated by higher frequency 10–20-day 

period oscillations, which are evident not only in the 

upper 400 m but also at depths greater than 2000 m [73] 

and [74]. These oscillations are wind forced mixed 

Rossby-gravity waves [69]. 

RAMA data indicate that subsurface temperature 

variations lead those at the surface by a season near the 

equator in eastern basin (Fig. 4), suggesting that 

anomalies in upper-ocean heat content may be a source 

of predictability for the IOD as in the Pacific for ENSO 

[75]. In addition, zonal advection and surface heat 

                                                 
2
 Kenya, Tanzania, Mozambique, South Africa, 

Madagascar, Mauritius, Seychelles, Somalia, and 

Comoros. 

fluxes are important in generating IOD SST anomalies 

[76]. In the Seychelles Chagos Thermocline Ridge 

(SCTR) region, pronounced intraseasonal heat fluxes 

associated with the MJO lead to large SST cooling 

events, especially in boreal winter. Data from a RAMA 

mooring at 8°S, 67°E during November 2007–February 

2008 captured two MJO events that resulted in strong 

intraseasonal SST variations (1.5 to 2°C in 20 days). At 

the mooring site, atmospheric fluxes dominated the 

upper ocean heat balance at the MJO timescale, with the 

net surface heat flux into the ocean decreasing from an 

average 105 W m
–2

 during suppressed phases to 15 W 

m
–2

 during active phases of the MJO [77]. RAMA data 

were also used to observe the oceanic response to 

cyclone Nargis, which made landfall in Myanmar on 2 

May 2008 and was the deadliest natural disaster to 

affect the Indian Ocean region since the 26 December 

2004 tsunami. Intense ocean mixing and significant 

turbulent heat loss from the ocean surface (~600 W m
–2

) 

occurred as Nargis passed near a RAMA buoy at 15°N, 

90°E in the Bay of Bengal [78]. 

There have been some successes in forecasting seasonal 

variability using coupled ocean-atmosphere models that 

include the Indian Ocean region [79], though the skill at 

present is lower than for ENSO in the Pacific. This 

lower skill may be related to model biases, weaker 

amplitude interannual climate anomalies, less inherent 

predictability, and/or a lack of ocean data for 

initialization. To the extent that data availability is a 

limitation, RAMA and other data from IndOOS should 

lead to improvements in forecast skill. 

RAMA data have not yet been utilized widely in 

seasonal climate forecasting because the array is still not 

yet complete and records lengths are relatively short. 

However, the data have already found application with 

 
 

Figure 4.  Subsurface temperature (contours) and temperature anomalies (color shading) from the TRITON mooring 

at 1.5°S, 95°E for 2006 (from [74]). 



farmers in Australia who have used it to guide cropping 

strategies in the face of expected IOD-induced drought 

conditions [66]. Also, RAMA data are available on the 

GTS and incorporated into weather forecasts at 

operational centers. We can expect that as the array 

becomes fully implemented and monsoon forecast 

methodologies further advance, RAMA will provide a 

valuable data stream for the initialization and validation 

of climate prediction models. 

Implementation of RAMA has proceeded through 

several bilateral agreements between agencies in partner 

nations
3
. In addition to these bilateral agreements, 

Indian Ocean GOOS has established an ―IndOOS 

Resource Forum‖ which will provide an international 

framework to coordinate all resources committed to 

IndOOS in general and RAMA in particular. So far, 

NOAA has provided the bulk of the mooring equipment 

for RAMA (with additional contributions from India, 

Japan, and China) while nations in the region have 

provided the bulk of the ship time. Scientific oversight 

of RAMA is provided by the CLIVAR/GOOS Indian 

Ocean Panel. 

3. RELATION TO OTHER OBSERVING 

SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

As described in Section 2, the GTMBA is fully 

integrated in GOOS and GCOS. The GTMBA brings 

specific ―value-added‖ benefits to the observing system 

beyond the moored time series data themselves, 

however. These benefits are described below. 

Ships dedicated to servicing the moored buoy arrays 

typically repeat at intervals of six months to one year, 

since the design lifetime of ATLAS and TRITON 

moorings is one year. These cruises routinely collect 

standard shipboard data that accumulate as a valuable 

addition to the climate data base. Measurements include 

Conductivity-Temperature-Depth (CTD) station data 

and underway Acoustic Doppler Profiler (ADCP), 

thermosalinograph, CO2, and surface meteorological 

data [80], [81], [49] and [82]. Cruises to service 

mooring arrays also regularly deploy Argo floats and 

surface drifters in order to help maintain these 

components of GOOS. 
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 These bilateral agreements are between NOAA and 

JAMSTEC; NOAA and the Indian Ministry of Earth 

Science (MoES); NOAA and Indonesia’s Ministry of 

Marine Affairs and Fisheries (DKP); NOAA and the 

Agency for the Assessment and Application of 

Technology (BPPT); JAMSTEC and BPPT; and DKP 

and the Chinese State Oceanic Administration (SOA). 

Another bilateral agreement is presently under 

development between NOAA and ASCLME. 

Although the moored arrays in each basin have been 

designed primarily to address questions regarding 

physical climate variability, biogeochemical sensors 

have also been added at several locations to provide 

time series measurements for studies of biological 

productivity and oceanic uptake of CO2. In 1999, there 

were two biogeochemical stations established on TAO 

moorings in the Pacific (Fig. 1a; [83]). Since 2003, 

additional multi-disciplinary ocean observatories have 

been established in the tropical Pacific and Atlantic 

(Fig. 1b) as a contribution to OceanSITES. Plans are 

also underway to instrument several RAMA moorings 

with biogeochemical sensors as a contribution to both 

OceanSITES and the Sustained Indian Ocean 

Biogeochemistry and Ecosystem Research (SIBER) 

program. 

The GTMBA has also provided a long-term, large-scale 

context for short-duration, regionally focused process-

oriented field studies. These include the Eastern Pacific 

Investigation of Climate Processes (EPIC; [81] and 

[84]), the Tropical Atlantic Climate Experiment (TACE; 

[85]), the African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analysis 

(AMMA; [86]) and its ocean component [87], the Mirai 

Indian Ocean cruise for the Study of MJO-convection 

Onset (MISMO; [88]) and Vasco-Cirene [89]. In turn, 

these process studies have provided opportunities to 

service GTMBA moorings, to test out new 

instrumentation for moored applications, and to assess 

mooring array design in view of process study findings. 

4. CHALLENGES 

The GTMBA has successfully enabled significant 

advances in climate research and forecasting over the 

past 25 years. Notwithstanding, there are challenges to 

its continued success in the future. We described these 

challenges briefly in this section. 

4.1 Ship Time 

Ship time is a critical resource for maintaining the 

arrays and specialized ships capable of deep-sea 

mooring operations are required. Such vessels are in 

high demand and short supply. Ideally, surface 

moorings should be recovered and redeployed once per 

year with service visits at six-month intervals for 

necessary repairs. This ideal is achieved only for the 

TAO portion of the TAO/TRITON array. Ship time for 

TAO, moreover, has been trending downward in the 

past few years due to reduced operating schedules in the 

NOAA fleet; similar downward pressure on JAMSTEC 

ship time for servicing TRITON moorings is also being 

felt. Servicing of PIRATA moorings in the Atlantic is 

roughly on a 12-month schedule using French, Brazilian 

and U.S. vessels. Data return in PIRATA has 

traditionally been 5–15% lower than in TAO/TRITON 

in part because of the less frequent servicing. It has been 

difficult in the start-up phase of RAMA to ensure 



regular cruises at even 12-month intervals. Partner 

nations in RAMA recognize that this is a problem and it 

is being addressed through a more structured planning 

process that involves coordination through the IndOOS 

Resource Forum. 

4.2 Vandalism and Piracy 

Vandalism by fishermen is the greatest source of 

equipment and data loss in all three ocean basins. 

Moored buoys act as fish aggregation devices (FADs) 

which attract fishermen. In working around buoys, 

fishermen may get their nets or long lines entangled in 

the mooring and then damage the moorings trying to 

extract their gear. Sometimes the damage is intentional 

as evident, for example, from bullet holes in buoy 

equipment and missing sensors and hardware that have 

been sawed off. 

Symptomatic of problems with vandalism, significant 

TAO data dropouts have occurred during the 

development phase of the current El Niño because of 

damage from fishing boats in the eastern Pacific. This 

loss of data, aggravated by a reduction in ship time to 

service the array, has compromised our ability to 

accurately describe the evolution of the event and to 

predict its further evolution [90]. Fishing vandalism also 

leads to substantial data and equipment loss in the 

Atlantic (especially in the Gulf of Guinea) and in the 

Indian Ocean. 

Outreach, enforcement, and engineering development 

are in principle three ways to deal with vandalism. 

Outreach, which has been attempted for 20 years, is 

ineffective because there are thousands of ships from 

many countries fishing the open tropical oceans, 

primarily for tuna, and it is not possible to reach them 

all. Moreover, it not clear in our experience that 

providing information to fishermen about the delicacy 

of instrumentation or value of the data has much impact 

on their fishing operations near moored buoys. 

Enforcement is essentially impossible given the 

requirements of identifying and successfully prosecuting 

violators. 

Engineering solutions are the only practical approach 

and new mooring designs are presently being tested that 

may help mitigate some of the loss from vandalism. 

JAMSTEC engineers for example have developed an 

―iron-mask‖ instrument tower to protect the 

meteorological sensors against tampering. Initial tests in 

regions of high vandalism show increased data return 

with no serious degradation in data quality despite the 

fact that the iron mask is designed to partially shield the 

sensors. Likewise, PMEL has developed a ―conehead‖ 

buoy to discourage vandalism. The buoy surface is very 

smooth to prevent boarding and contains no attachment 

points. Two conehead moorings were deployed without 

meteorological sensors in August 2008 at locations in 

RAMA that had previously suffered heavy vandalism. 

They were recovered in September 2009 with nearly 

100% data return. These conehead moorings were 

replaced in September 2009, but with the addition of a 

single low-profile meteorological sensor package to 

measure wind, air temperature, relative humidity, 

precipitation, and barometric pressure. 

Piracy on the high seas is a new concern in the Indian 

Ocean. The recent increase in vessel hijackings by 

Somali pirates led, for example, to the curtailment of the 

November 2009 ASCLME cruise north of 10°S in the 

western basin. This cruise would have completed the 

55°E RAMA line. Full implementation of RAMA will 

require that the piracy problem in the Indian Ocean be 

brought under control. 

4.3. Engineering Development 

Engineering is important not only for development of 

vandal-resistant mooring designs but also for ensuring 

mooring designs keep pace with advances in sensor 

technology, materials science, and data telemetry 

systems. Thus, PMEL has developed the concept of a 

―buoy in a box‖ for climate applications. The design 

involves a compact self-contained buoy hull, mooring 

line, and anchor resting on a pallet. The oceanographic 

measurement package consists of a profiler for 

temperature, conductivity, and other optional data. The 

profiler sinks to a prescribed depth, then crawls back up 

the mooring line extracting energy from mooring-line 

motion induced by surface gravity waves. The system 

self deploys after being slid off the pallet from a vessel 

that need only have a small crane or winch. Successful 

proof-of-concept deployments of this system have been 

made. Work is ongoing to ensure reliability over year-

long deployments and to incorporate meteorological 

sensors into the design. This mooring design, if proven 

to be robust and reliable, would have the beneficial 

effect of reducing the requirement for highly specialized 

research vessels to maintain the GTMBA. 

4.4 Institutional Challenges 

Like many other components of the global ocean 

observing system, TAO/TRITON, PIRATA, and 

RAMA have been designed and implemented by 

researchers. Sustaining these ocean-observing systems 

for the long term as part of GOOS and GCOS will be a 

challenge because they are resource intensive and 

because they require institutional support that 

transcends the professional lifetime of a particular 

research scientist or group of scientists. There are, 

however, few if any precedents for the research 

community to sustain successful ocean observing 

systems for climate over timescales of decades. 

In the case of TAO, the transfer of management 

responsibility from PMEL to NDBC was supposed to 

address this issue. However, that transfer has not been a 



success as measured by cost, schedule, and 

performance. The transition from research to operations 

was originally planned to take three years (from 2005 to 

2007), but it will end up taking 11 years to complete 

[91]. The reason is that the PMEL ATLAS mooring, a 

legacy system with customized electronics and ocean 

sensors, does not meet NDBC’s operational 

requirements for measurement platforms to be based on 

all commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components. The 

equivalent COTS ATLAS mooring does not exist now 

and the National Weather Service estimates it will take 

until 2015 to design, test, certify, and produce such a 

system in sufficient numbers to maintain the array. In 

the meantime, annual TAO data return has declined 

from >90% to ~80% and operating costs have escalated 

much faster than inflation [91]. 

Climate observations must be managed within the 

context of an end-to-end system that includes data 

collection, modeling, forecasting, and the provision of 

climate information and services to society for practical 

applications. Climate observing systems also need to 

continually evolve as we learn more about climate 

variability and change and as advances in climate 

forecast models and data assimilation methodologies 

impose new demands on the observing system. 

Research plays a critical role in guiding the evolution of 

observing systems by establishing scientific priorities, 

by developing new measurement technologies to 

address those priorities, and by performing high level 

quality control through scientific analyses of the data. 

Thus, as both stakeholder and partner, the research 

community needs to be an active participant in the 

governance structure of climate observing systems in 

order to ensure they are cost-effectively operated, 

preserve data continuity and quality, are responsive to 

evolving measurement requirements, and adhere to 

climate observing system principles [92]. 

New institutional arrangements, such as the 

establishment of national climate services, may be one 

way to address the unique problems associated with 

developing, sustaining, and evolving climate observing 

systems in the oceans for the 21st century. In this 

regard, the third World Climate Conference, held in 

Geneva in September 2009, has called for the 

establishment of an international framework for climate 

services, including the ocean observations that support 

those services (http://www.wmo.int/wcc3). The 

alignment of climate services with the observations that 

underpin them provides a compelling logic for 

sustaining ocean observing systems. We therefore 

suggest adopting a principle that, whenever possible, 

ocean observing systems in support of climate be 

operated by organizations involved in providing climate 

services. 

5. RECOMMENDATIONS 

In the foregoing sections we have illustrated the value of 

moored time series measurements for climate 

forecasting and research and highlighted the unique 

niche they fill in GOOS and GCOS. Based on these 

considerations, we believe that the GTMBA forms an 

essential component of the ocean observing system for 

climate and that it is important to consolidate and build 

on advances made since OceanObs’99. In particular, we 

recommend the following priority actions for the 

coming decade: 

 Stabilize and sustain TAO/TRITON for climate 

forecasting and research on seasonal, decadal, and 

longer timescales. 

 Sustain PIRATA to support forecasting and 

research on tropical Atlantic climate variability; in 

addition, reoccupy the discontinued PIRATA 

Southeast Extension site, establish a Flux Reference 

Site in the PIRATA Southwest Extension, and fill 

the gap in the south central tropical Atlantic with a 

new extension. 

 Complete and sustain RAMA to advance 

forecasting and research on the African-Asian-

Australian monsoon, the Indian Ocean Dipole, and 

related phenomena. 

 Sustain and expand the program of CO2 and other 

biogeochemical measurements in the GTMBA, 

especially in the Indian Ocean where no RAMA 

moorings have yet been equipped with 

biogeochemical sensors. 

To achieve these goals, we further recommend 

participation of countries that have a stake in the success 

of the GTMBA but who are not at present involved in 

its maintenance. 

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

The Global Tropical Moored Buoy array program, 

consisting of TAO/TRITON, PIRATA and RAMA, is 

an integral part of GOOS and GCOS. It provides 

valuable data to support climate forecasting and has 

stimulated fundamental advances in our understanding 

of the climate system. RAMA, initiated in 2004, is the 

most recent addition to the GTMBA. With its expected 

completion in 2012, the GTMBA will encircle the globe 

in the tropics. There are many challenges to successful 

maintenance of TAO/TRITON, PIRATA and RAMA, 

not the least of which is identifying new institutional 

arrangements that can cost-effectively sustain these 

arrays for the coming decades. However, sustaining and 

enhancing the GTMBA is a high priority because of its 

unique and essential role in support of climate 

forecasting and research. 

http://www.wmo.int/wcc3


Appendix: Mooring Technology used in the Global 

Tropical Moored Buoy Array Program 

Two main types of moorings are presently used in the 

GTMBA program: surface moorings and subsurface 

moorings. Most of the surface moorings are ATLAS 

moorings designed by PMEL. Measurements on the 

surface float include air temperature, relative humidity, 

wind velocity, downwelling shortwave radiation, and 

rain rate at heights of 3–4 m above mean sea level. Sea 

surface temperature and conductivity (which together 

yield salinity) are measured from the buoy at a nominal 

depth of 1 m. Sensors on the mooring line measure 

ocean temperature (12 depths between 10 m and 500 m) 

and pressure (at two depths). Conductivity is routinely 

measured at 4 depths (PIRATA) and 5 depths (RAMA) 

in the upper 120 m. Mixed layer velocity (at 10 m 

depth) is included on all RAMA moorings and at Flux 

Reference Site moorings in PIRATA and TAO. Flux 

Reference Site moorings include sensors for 

downwelling longwave radiation, barometric pressure, 

and additional sensors in the upper 140 m of the ocean 

for finer vertical resolution measurements of 

temperature, salinity and velocity.  

Daily averages of all data and several hourly samples 

per day of most meteorological variables are transmitted 

to shore in real time via Service Argos. These data are 

placed on the GTS for use in operational weather, 

climate, and ocean forecasting. Higher temporal 

resolution data (at 1- to 10-minute intervals in most 

cases) are internally recorded and available after 

mooring recovery.  

JAMSTEC has contributed TRITON moorings to 

TAO/TRITON and RAMA. These are taut-line surface 

moorings designed to be functionally equivalent to 

ATLAS moorings in terms of sensor payloads, temporal 

resolution, and data accuracy. There are some 

differences (e.g., TRITON moorings are deployed with 

more salinity sensors and measurements are made to 

750 m rather than 500 m), but these differences do not 

affect comparability of the basic data sets. In 2008, 

JAMSTEC introduced the m-TRITON mooring as a 

replacement of the TRITON mooring in RAMA. The m-

TRITON is lower cost and easier to deploy than a 

TRITON mooring. The m-TRITON sensor and signal 

processing system are based on those for TRITON, but 

the mooring system itself is slack line rather than taut-

line. Slack line moorings allow for substantial vertical 

excursions of subsurface sensors due to variable 

currents and winds. Thus, all m-TRITON subsurface 

sensors are equipped to measure pressure so that the 

shape of the mooring line can be determined, after 

which temperature and salinity data can be interpolated 

to standard depths. Hourly averages of all TRITON and 

m-TRITON data are transmitted to shore in real-time 

via Service Argos and placed on the GTS. Higher 

temporal resolution data (at 1- to 10-minute intervals in 

most cases) are internally recorded and available after 

mooring recovery. 

The primary subsurface mooring systems involve an 

upward-looking ADCP mounted on a subsurface float at 

depths of 250–400 m depending on location. Velocity 

profiles are measured at hourly intervals with 8 m 

vertical resolution. These moorings are mostly 

concentrated near the equator where pure geostrophy 

breaks down and direct velocity measurements are 

required. ADCP data are internally recorded and 

available upon mooring recovery. The ADCP mooring 

array in TAO/TRITON maintained by the U.S. (NOAA) 

and Japan (JAMSTEC), in PIRATA by France (IRD) 

and Brazil (INPE), and in RAMA by Japan 

(JAMSTEC), Indian (MoES), the U.S. (NOAA), China 

(SOA), and Indonesia (DKP). 

In addition to ADCP moorings, NIO maintains 

subsurface moorings in RAMA at three locations along 

the equator to monitor temperature, salinity, and current 

variations throughout the water column [73]. They have 

a subsurface float nominally at 100 m depth, below 

which six mechanical current meters are attached to the 

mooring line for velocity measurements down to a depth 

of approximately 4000 m. Beginning in 2003, upward-

pointing ADCPs similar to those used on the standard 

ADCP mooring were added to the near-surface float for 

additional velocity measurements. Data at 1–2-hour 

intervals are available from these moorings on recovery.  
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